Setting RRP 2019-2020
Objectives & Indicators

Shelter
Gambela 2018 Snapshot

Achievements & Gap 2018
1: 100% of new arrivals (28,338pp) received emergency shelter
   • 15,993 to Nguenyiel from January to June
   • 12,345 to other camps
2: Transitional shelters: 38.25% of refugees have access to TS
   • Remaining Gap: 61.75% of refugees no access to transitional shelter in Gambela.
Objectives:

1. Funding of transitional shelter according to the NSS for a total number of 85,130 HH (TS 32,566 & ES 52,5564), equivalent to 61.75%.

2. Emergency shelters for new arrivals: xxxxx

3. To stop the increasing number of HH living in ES.
Gambela

Proposed response

- Implementation of mud brick shelter as per the NSS 2017-2020, (implementation of three pilot shelter ongoing in Pugnido, Nguenyiel, Jewi).